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INDUCTION OF Z2-ACTIONS AND OF PARTITIONS OF THE 2-TORUS
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Abstract. Sturmian sequences are the most simple aperiodic sequences. A result of Morse,
Hedlund (1940) and Coven, Hedlund (1970) is that a biinfinite binary sequence is sturmian if and
only if it is obtained as the coding of an irrational rotation on the circle T = R/Z. The reason is
that sturmian sequences and codings of rotations have the same substitutive structure. The proof
is related to the continued fraction expansion of real numbers and is based on induced maps.
We consider a generalization of this result in the context of the most simple aperiodic two-
dimensional sequences, namely Wang shifts defined by the fewest number of tiles. We prove that
the Jeandel-Rao’s Wang shift, an aperiodic Wang shift defined by only 11 Wang tiles, has the same
substitutive structure as the symbolic dynamical system defined by the action of some Z2-rotation
and partition of the 2-torus. The proof is algorithmic and is based on the induction of Z2-rotations
and partitions of the 2-torus.
As for continued fraction expansion of quadratic irrationals, the algorithm stops when it gets a
partition and a Z2-action which is the same as in an earlier step up to some renormalization. This
is what happens with the partition of the 2-torus coding Jeandel-Rao’s aperiodic tilings. After few
induction steps that we may call preperiod, we obtain a self-induced Markov partition of T2 coding
a self-similar Wang shift defined by 19 Wang tiles. The substitution of the self-similarity is the
same as the one previously known and computed from the 19 Wang tiles using marker tiles.
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1. Introduction
The most classic right-sided aperiodic sequence is certainly the Fibonacci word [Ber80]
F = abaababaabaababaabab . . .
which is the unique right infinite word fixed by the morphism a 7→ ab, b 7→ a. We may check that it
contains as factors (or subwords) one empty word ε, two letters a, b, three words aa, ab, ba of length
2, four words aab, aba, baa, bab of length 3 and in general n + 1 words of length n. The number
p(n) of distinct finite words of length n appearing in a sequence w ∈ AN ∪ AZ over an alphabet
A defines a function p : N → N called the factor complexity [CN10]. There are two ways of
extending the Fibonacci word to the left in order to preserve its factor complexity p(n) = n + 1,
namely F˜ abF and F˜ baF where F˜ = . . . babaababaabaababaaba is the left-infinite word defined as
the reversal of F .
A result of Morse and Hedlund says that either w is eventually periodic or p is strictly increasing.
A direct consequence is that aperiodic sequences must contain at least p(n) ≥ n + 1 words of
length n for each n ∈ N. It turns out that sequences of complexity p(n) = n + 1 exist, the
Fibonacci word being an example, and are known under the name of sturmian sequences [MH40].
Sturmian sequences [Lot02, Chap. 2] are thus the most simple aperiodic sequences in terms of
factor complexity. Note that Morse and Hedlund defined them in terms of another notion, namely
balanced sequences, and the link with factor complexity was done later [CH73].
The main result of [MH40] together with the contribution of Coven and Hedlund [CH73] is that a
sequence w ∈ {a, b}Z is sturmian if and only if it is obtained as the coding of an irrational rotation
Rα(x) = x+α on the circle T = R/Z starting from some x0 ∈ T where α ∈ R \Q is the frequency
of a’s in the sequence w. Moreover, the map w 7→ x0 is continuous and commutes the shift
action σ on sequences with the rotation Rα on the circle. This entails that the symbolic dynamical
system (Sα, σ) given by the shift action σ on sturmian sequences of frequency α is measurably
conjugate to the irrational rotation (T, Rα) of angle α on the circle. Proving that codings of
irrational rotations on the circle are sturmian sequences, that is, sequences of complexity n + 1,
is the easy part. The proof of the converse is not trivial, takes some amount of work in [Arn02]
and is very interesting as it uses important tools from combinatorics, number theory, diophantine
approximations, numeration systems and dynamical systems.
A generalization of the result of Morse and Hedlund was provided by Rauzy [Rau82]. Based on
the right-infinite sequence often called the Tribonnacci word
T = 1213121121312121312112131213121121312121...
which is fixed by 1 7→ 12, 2 7→ 13, 3 7→ 1, Rauzy proved that the system (XT , σ) is measurably
conjugate to the toral rotation (T2, x 7→ x+ (β−1, β−2)) where β is the real root of x3−x2−x− 1,
the characteristic polynomial of the incidence matrix of the substitution. The coding of the toral
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translation is made through the partition into three parts of a fundamental domain of T2 known
as the Rauzy fractal [Fog02, §7.4].
Finding further generalizations was coined the term of Rauzy program in [BFZ05], a survey
divided into three parts: the good coding of k-interval exchange transformations (IET); the bad
coding of a rotation on Tk; and the ugly coding of two rotations on T1. The IET are the good
part since they behave well with induced transformations and admit continued fraction algorithms
[Rau79, Vee82, Yoc06, AF07]. The bad part was much improved since then with various recent
results using multidimensional continued fraction algorithms (MCFA) including Brun’s algorithm
[Bru58] which provides measurable-theoretic conjugacy with symbolic systems for almost every
toral rotations on T2 [BST14,Thu17]. As the authors wrote in [BFZ05], the term ugly “refers to
some esthetic difficulties in building two-dimensional sequences by iteration of patterns”. Indeed,
digital planes [ABEI01, ABI02, BFZ05, Ber09, BBJS13] are typical objects that are described by
the coding of two rotations on T1 and they are not built by rectangular shaped substitutions. In
this contribution, we want to add some shine on the ugly part.
In some sense, there is another way to generalize the result of Morse, Hedlund and Coven to
higher dimension. Instead of increasing the size of the alphabet (as for the IET and the MCFA), we
may increase the dimension of the domain. Informally, our goal is to tackle the following question.
If the most simple aperiodic sequences Z→ A are coded by irrational rotations,
what about the most simple aperiodic sequences Z2 → A?
We now need to define what we mean by simple 2-dimensional aperiodic sequences which may
have various interpretations. One option is to consider factor complexity as for the 1-dimensional
case. But the simplicity of the threshold p(n) ≥ n + 1 in one dimension becomes a very hard
question in two dimensions. Indeed, an important open problem in symbolic dynamics known as
Nivat’s conjecture is to show that sequences w ∈ AZ2 with factor complexity p(m,n) counting the
number of different rectangular patterns of shape m × n are periodic as soon as p(m,n) ≤ mn
for some m,n ≥ 1. Assuming the conjecture is true, on which progress has been done recently as
summarized in [Kar19], one possibility is to consider sequences of complexity p(m,n) = mn+ 1 or
else p(m,n) = mn + m + n + 1 like done in [BV00]. In this work, we do not consider the factor
complexity approach and choose another point of view.
In symbolic dynamics, the one-dimensional setup is much different then that of the d-dimensional
setup with d ≥ 2. For example, nonempty 1-dimensional subshifts of finite type (SFT) necessarily
contain a periodic sequence, whereas there exists d-dimensional SFTs that are aperiodic when
d ≥ 2 [Ber66]. In this work, we consider the most simple 2-dimensional SFTs, more precisely
Wang shifts given by the fewest number of Wang tiles. The first aperiodic Wang shift was given by
Berger and the question of finding the Wang shift with the fewest number of tiles was open until
recently. In 2015, Jeandel-Rao discovered an aperiodic set of 11 Wang tiles and they proved that
no set of 10 or less Wang tiles is aperiodic [JR15]. In that sense, Jeandel-Rao tilings are the most
simple aperiodic sequences Z2 → A. Therefore, a natural question is whether Jeandel-Rao tilings
are coded by irrational rotations.
In [Lab19a] we proposed a way to construct Jeandel-Rao tilings as coding of Z2-rotations on
a 2-dimensional torus using some polygonal partition of the 2-torus. As for sturmian sequences,
once the partition is given, proving that codings of rotations give valid Wang tiling is the easy
part. The most difficult part is to show that any tiling in the Jeandel-Rao Wang shift correspond
to the coding with respect to the polygonal partition of the orbit under the Z2-rotation of some
starting point on the 2-torus. The proof of this has to be inspired by the proof of the equivalent
result for sturmian sequences.
Let us recall the main steps of the proof that any sturmian sequence is the coding of an irrational
rotation [Arn02], see also the summary done in the first section of [Thu17]. The strategy is to show
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they both have a common substitutive structure involving the substitutions τa = (a 7→ a, b 7→ ab),
τb = (a 7→ ab, b 7→ b) and the unsorted Farey map f(x) = x1−x if 0 ≤ x ≤ 12 and f(x) = 2x−1x if
1
2 < x ≤ 1 [AL18]. More precisely,
(1) using combinatorial arguments based on factor complexity and balance, sturmian sequences
Sα of slope α can be desubstituted indefinitely:
Sα
ω0←− Sf(α) ω1←− Sf2(α) ω2←− Sf3(α) ω3←− . . .
with ωi ∈ {τa, τb} for every i where f is the Farey map.
(2) Using induced maps and Rauzy induction, coding Cα ⊂ {a, b}Z of rotations Rα on the circle
R/Z can be desubstituted indefinitely:
Cα
ω0←− Cf(α) ω1←− Cf2(α) ω2←− Cf3(α) ω3←− . . .
with ωi ∈ {τa, τb} for every i where f is the Farey map.
(3) The sequence of substitutions (ωi)i∈N = τa0a τa1b · · · gives the continued fraction expansion
of α = [a0; a1, . . . ]. The sequence of shifts done after each substitution gives the Ostrowski
expansion of the starting point x0 ∈ T with respect to α [Arn02, Thm 6.4.23].
We follow the same proof plan for Jeandel-Rao tilings. Due to the space needed to introduce
various different tools, the proof was split. Part (1) of the proof was done in two previous publi-
cations. Using combinatorial arguments based on the definition of marker tiles, algorithms were
proposed in [Lab18b] to describe the substitutive structure of Jeandel-Rao tilings. We obtained a
sequence of 2-dimensional substitutions which is ultimately periodic with a quite long preperiod.
The periodic part corresponds to a self-similar aperiodic Wang tile set of cardinality 19 described
in [Lab18a].
This reminds of Lagrange’s theorem which states that α is a quadratic irrational if and only if the
continued fraction expansion of α is ultimately periodic. In that case, the sequence of substitutions
describing a sturmian sequence of slope α is also ultimately periodic. This is what happens for the
Fibonacci word but also as it turns out in the 2-dimensional setup for some Wang shifts including
Jeandel-Rao tilings.
The next step is to follow part (2) of the proof for sturmian sequences and this is the goal of the
current contribution. In this work, we define the notion of induced Z2-actions and more importantly
of partitions of the 2-torus induced by Z2-actions. These 2-dimensional induced Z2-actions and
partitions admit renormalization schemes as in the classic 1-dimensional setting. We prove that
the two partitions introduced in [Lab19a] are related through this induction and renormalization
process. In particular, we prove that the partition of R2/Z2 into 19 atoms associated to the 19
Wang tile set is self-induced with the same substitution as the one computed in [Lab18a].
From the partition coding Jeandel-Rao tilings, the 2-dimensional induction process gives a se-
quence of substitutions here which is exactly the same as the sequence of substitutions computed
in [Lab18b] from the Jeandel-Rao Wang tiles themselves. As for sturmian sequences, we have 2-
dimensional Wang shifts and shifts defined as the coding of Z2-rotations on the 2-torus which have
the same substitutive structure. As a consequence, this shows that the minimal subshift X0 ( Ω0
constructed by substitutions in [Lab18b] is equal (or even topologically conjugate) to the symbolic
dynamical system XP0,R0 introduced in [Lab19a]. In other words, we prove that any Jeandel-Rao
Wang tiling in X0 ( Ω0 is the coding under the partition P0 of the Z2-rotation R0 on the torus
R2/Γ0.
In this work, we define the induction of Z2-actions and of induced partitions of the 2-torus and
we concentrate our attention on Jeandel-Rao tilings and on its internal self-similar structure. It
is worth noticing that there must exists other examples of simple aperiodic sequences Z2 → A
where the method works and why not in larger dimensions. It could be the case that the most
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simple aperiodic sequences Zd → A are also coded by irrational Z2-rotations on Td. This calls
for a general theory of d-dimensional subshifts of finite type coded by Markov partitions of the
d-dimensional torus and admitting induced subsystems.
Structure of the article. The introduction is followed by a short section explaining informally
and visually the classical 1-dimensional induction. The remaining of the article is divided into four
parts. The first part gathers the preliminary notions. The second part introduces the notions of
induction of Z2-actions, induced partitions of the 2-torus and renormalization schemes. The third
proves that the Markov partition of R2/Z2 introduced in [Lab19a] is self-induced and that the
corresponding substitution is the same as the one given in [Lab18a] to describe a self-similar Wang
tile set of cardinality 19. In the fourth section, we induce the partition proposed in [Lab19a] to get
a sequence of substitutions until we reach a self-induced partition. We show that the self-induced
partition is isomorphic to the one presented in the third part and we prove that the substitutive
structure obtained from the induction procedure is the same as the substitutive structure computed
directly from the Jeandel-Rao Wang tiles in [Lab18b].
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2. One-dimensional induction
A glyph from Sir Arthur Conan Doyle’s The Adventure of the Dancing Men is walking on a
sidewalk made of alternating red bricks of size 1 and blue bricks of size α > 1. It walks from left
to right with step size 1 and uses its left foot on blue bricks and its right foot on
red bricks, thus constructing a walking sequence, that is, a biinfinite binary sequence w0 in
{ , }Z. If α = 3110
√
5 + 7522 ≈ 3.47007, the walking sequence may look like the following.
1 α
−8 −7 −6 −5 −4 −3 −2 −1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
 
+1
Such binary sequences are called mechanical sequences [MH40]. They are also obtained as the
coding under the partition [−1, 0) and [0, α) of a rotation x 7→ x+1 on the circle R/(1+α)Z. A more
recent treatment on mechanical sequences is this chapter from Lothaire’s book [Lot02, Chap. 2].
As noted by Morse and Hedlund, the structure of repetitions in these sequences is described by
the continued fraction expansion of the number α ∈ R. In the simpler case when the origin of the
walk is at the left-end side of a blue brick, the statement can be written as follows.
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Theorem 1. [Arn02, § 6.4] Let α ∈ R>0 \Q. Consider the partition of the circle R/(1 +α)Z into
red bricks [−1, 0) + (1 + α)Z and blue bricks [0, α) + (1 + α)Z. Let w : Z→ { , } be the
walking sequence starting at 0 with step size 1 using the left foot on blue bricks and the right foot
on red bricks. Then the substitutive structure of w is
w = lim
n→∞ τ
a0
0 τ
a1
1 . . . τ
an−1
n−1
(
·
)
where
(1) τ2n =
 7→7→ and τ2n+1 =
 7→7→
for all n ≥ 0 and α = [a0; a1, a2, . . . ] is the continuous fraction expansion of α.
For general starting point on the circle, the walking sequence has the same substitutive structure
as in the theorem but one must add a certain amount bn ∈ N of shifts after each substitution τann
with 0 ≤ bn ≤ an and the sequence (bn)n∈N of shifts is given by the expansion of the origin of the
walk in the Ostrowski numeration system [Arn02, Theorem 6.4.21].
The proof of Theorem 1 is based on induced transformations (first return maps) of irrational
rotations on the circle. In general, the first return map of a rotation to an interval is a 3-interval
exchange transformation (IET) but for some particular values for the length of the interval, it may
be a 2-IET which corresponds to a rotation [Rau77]. This allows to desubstitute a mechanical
sequence and write it as the image of another mechanical sequence using a procedure known as
Rauzy induction for general k-IETs.
Proof by the example of Theorem 1. Let α = 3110
√
5 + 7522 ≈ 3.47007 whose continued fraction ex-
pansion is
α = [3; 2, 7, (1, 5)∗] = 3 + 1[2; 7, (1, 5)∗] .
It is one of the root of the polynomial p(x) = 55x2 − 375x + 639. To understand the structure of
the walking sequence of parameter α, we may do the following observation: each right foot step
is preceded (and succeeded) by bαc = 3 left foot steps. We may prove that it is always the case.
Thus using the substitution
σ0 : 7→ , 7→
we may recover the original walking sequence if we forget the three left foot steps that precedes
any right foot step.
1 bαc
∅ ∅ ∅ ∅ ∅ ∅
−8 −7 −6 −5 −4 −3 −2 −1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
-
+1
The three removed left steps are always done on the last three unit size part of the blue bricks
drawn in dashed white and any steps done on a white unit size brick belongs to some removed
steps. Thus we may remove the white part of the side walk, glue the remaining blocks together
and we get a new walk still of step size 1 but with a new value of {α} = α− bαc for the length of
the blue brick.
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1 {α}
−8 −7 −6 −5 −4 −3 −2 −1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
 
+1
Now a less evident observation is that a walk with steps +1 from a given starting point is equivalent
to a walk with steps −{α} from the same starting point. The reason is that we are basically walking
on R/(1 + {α})Z, that is, a circle of circumference 1 + {α}.
1 {α}
−1
7
−1
6
−1
5
−1
4
−1
3
−1
2
−1
1
−1
0
−9−8−7−6−5−4−3−2−101234567891011121314151617
 
−{α}
Therefore, we may rescale that negative size step walk going from right to left by the factor −1{α}
to get a walk with positive step size +1 on a sidewalk made of blue bricks of size 1 and red bricks
of size G(α) = 1{α} .
1 G(α) = 1{α}
−8 −7 −6 −5 −4 −3 −2 −1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
{
+1
We remark that it is the same sequence of steps as before the rescaling, the only difference being
that colored bricks now correspond to left-open right-closed intervals of the real line R instead
of left-closed right-open intervals. Thus this shows that the original walk w0 ∈ { , }Z
corresponding to red bricks of size α can be written as the image under the substitution σ1 of the
newly created walk, that is,
w0 = σ0(w1) = τ bαc0 (w1)
where w1 is a walk on a side walk with red bricks of size G(α) > 1 now larger than the blue bricks
of size 1. The relation with the continued fraction expansion follows from the fact that
α = bαc+ 1
G(α) .
We can iterate the process n times to get
w0 = σ0σ1 . . . σn−1(wn) = τa00 τa11 . . . τ
an−1
n−1 (wn)
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for all n ≥ 0 where τ2n and τ2n+1 are as in Equation (1), wn is a walk on a side walk with larger
bricks of size Gn(α) (of color red or blue depending on the parity of n) and α = [a0; a1, a2, . . . ] is
the continuous fraction expansion of α. 
Theorem 1 giving the substitutive structure of walking sequences is what allows to make the
link between mechanical sequences and sturmian sequences defined as aperiodic sequences of
factor complexity n+ 1.
In this work, we consider 2-dimensional walking sequences w ∈ AZ2 for some alphabetA obtained
from the coding of a Z2-walk on a Γ-invariant partition of R2 for some lattice Γ ⊂ R2. After
introducing the necessary notions in Part 1, we introduce the induction of Z2-actions and partitions
of a 2-torus in Part 2 which is inspired from the above proof of Theorem 1.
Part 1. Preliminaries
This part is divided into four sections on dynamical systems, subshifts and Wang tilings; two-
dimensional words and morphisms; symbolic representation of Z2-actions; and polygonal exchange
transformations.
3. Dynamical systems, subshifts and Wang tilings
In this section, we introduce dynamical systems, subshifts, shifts of finite type, Wang tiles and
Wang shifts. We denote by Z = {. . . ,−1, 0, 1, 2, . . . } the integers and by N = {0, 1, 2, . . . } the non-
negative integers. If d ≥ 1 is an integer and 1 ≤ k ≤ d, we denote by ek = (0, . . . , 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0) ∈ Zd
the vector of the canonical basis of Zd with a 1 at position k and 0 elsewhere.
3.1. Topological dynamical systems. Most of the notions introduced here can be found in
[Wal82]. A dynamical system is a triple (X,G, T ), where X is a topological space, G is a
topological group and T is a continuous function G×X → X defining a left action of G on X: if
x ∈ X, e is the identity element of G and g, h ∈ G, then using additive notation for the operation
in G we have T (e, x) = x and T (g + h, x) = T (g, T (h, x)). In other words, if one denotes the
transformation x 7→ T (g, x) by T g, then T g+h = T gT h. In this work, we consider the abelian group
G = Z× Z.
If Y ⊂ X, we denote the topological closure of Y as Y and the T -closure of Y as Y T :=
∪g∈GT g(Y ). A subset Y ⊂ X is T -invariant if Y T = Y . A dynamical system (X,G, T ) is called
minimal if X does not contain any nonempty, proper, closed T -invariant subset. The left action
of G on X is free if g = e whenever there exists x ∈ X such that T g(x) = x.
Let (X,G, T ) and (Y,G, S) be two dynamical systems using the same topological group G. A
homomorphism θ : (X,G, T ) → (Y,G, S) is a continuous function θ : X → Y satisfying the
commuting property that T g ◦ θ = θ ◦ Sg for every g ∈ G. A homomorphism θ : (X,G, T ) →
(Y,G, S) is called an embedding if it is one-to-one, a factor map if it is onto, and a topological
conjugacy if it is both one-to-one and onto and its inverse map is continuous. If θ : (X,G, T )→
(Y,G, S) is a factor map, then (Y,G, S) is called a factor of (X,G, T ) and (X,G, T ) is called
an extension of (Y,G, S). Two subshifts are topologically conjugate if there is a topological
conjugacy between them.
A measure-preserving dynamical system is defined as a system (X,G, T, µ,B), where µ is
a probability measure defined on the σ-algebra B of subsets of X, and T g : X → X is a measurable
map which preserves the measure µ for all g ∈ G, that is, µ(T g(B)) = µ(B) for all B ∈ B. The
measure µ is said to be T -invariant.
The set of all T -invariant probability measures of a dynamical system (X,G, T ) is denoted
MT (X). An invariant probability measure on X is said ergodic if for every set B ∈ B, T g(B) = B
with g ∈ G \ {e} implies that B has either zero of full measure. A dynamical system (X,G, T )
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is uniquely ergodic if it has only one invariant probability measure, i.e., |MT (X)| = 1. A
dynamical system (X,G, T ) is said strictly ergodic if it is uniquely ergodic and minimal.
Let (X,T, µ,B) and (X ′, T ′, µ′,B′) be two measure-preserving dynamical systems. We say that
the two systems are isomorphic if there exists measurable sets X0 ⊂ X and X ′0 ⊂ X ′ of full
measure (i.e., µ(X \ X0) = 0 and µ′(X ′ \ X ′0) = 0) with T (X0) ⊂ X0, T ′(X ′0) ⊂ X ′0, and there
exists a map φ : X0 → X ′0, called an isomorphism, that is one-to-one and onto and such that for
all A ∈ B′(X ′0),
• φ−1(A) ∈ B(X0),
• µ(φ−1(A)) = µ′(A), and
• φ ◦ T (x) = T ′ ◦ φ(x) for all x ∈ X0.
The role of the set X0 is to make precise the fact that the properties of the isomorphism need to
hold only on a set of full measure.
3.2. Subshifts and shifts of finite type. We follow the notations of [Sch01]. Let A be a finite
set, d ≥ 1, and let AZd be the set of all maps x : Zd → A, furnished with the compact product
topology. We write a typical point x ∈ AZd as x = (xm) = (xm : m ∈ Zd), where xm ∈ A denotes
the value of x at m. The topology AZd is compatible with the metric δ defined for all colorings
x, x′ ∈ AZd by δ(x, x′) = 2−min{|n| :xn 6=x′n}. The shift action σ : n 7→ σn of Zd on AZd is defined by
(2) (σn(x))m = xm+n
for every x = (xm) ∈ AZd and n ∈ Zd. If X ⊂ AZd , we denote the topological closure of X as
X and the shift-closure of X as σ(X) = {σn(x) | x ∈ X,n ∈ Zd}. A subset X ⊂ AZd is shift-
invariant if σ(X) = X and a closed, shift-invariant subset X ⊂ AZd is a subshift. If X ⊂ AZd is
a subshift we write σ = σX for the restriction of the shift-action (2) to X. If X ⊂ AZd is a subshift
it will sometimes be helpful to specify the shift-action of Zd explicitly and to write (X, σ) instead
of X. When X is a subshift, the triple (X,Zd, σ) is a dynamical system and the notions presented
in the previous section hold. We say that a nonempty subshift X is aperiodic if the shift-action
σ on X is free.
For any subset S ⊂ Zd we denote by piS : AZd → AS the projection map which restricts every
x ∈ AZd to S. A pattern is a function p : S → A for some finite subset S ⊂ Zd. To every pattern
p : S → A correspond a subset pi−1S (p) ⊂ AZd called cylinder. A subshift X ⊂ AZd is a shift of
finite type (SFT) if there exists a finite set F of forbidden patterns such that
(3) X = {x ∈ AZd | piS · σn(x) /∈ F for every n ∈ Zd and S ⊂ Zd}.
In this case, we write X = SFT(F). In this contribution, we consider tilings of Z×Z, that is, the
case d = 2
3.3. Wang shifts. A Wang tile τ = a
b
c
d
is a unit square with colored edges formally repre-
sented as a tuple of four colors (a, b, c, d) ∈ I×J× I×J where I, J are two finite sets (the vertical
and horizontal colors respectively). For each Wang tile τ = (a, b, c, d), we denote by right(τ) = a,
top(τ) = b, left(τ) = c, bottom(τ) = d the colors of the right, top, left and bottom edges of
τ [Wan61,Rob71].
Let T be a set of Wang tiles. A tiling of Z2 by T is a function x : Z2 → T which assigns tiles
to each position of Z2 so that contiguous edges have the same color, that is,
right(xn) = left(xn+e1)
top(xn) = bottom(xn+e2)
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for every n ∈ Z2. We denote by ΩT ⊂ T Z2 the set of all Wang tilings of Z2 by T and we call it
the Wang shift of T . Together with the shift action σ of Z2 on AZ2 , it is a SFT of the form (3).
A set of Wang tiles T tiles the plane if ΩT 6= ∅ and does not tile the plane if ΩT = ∅. A
tiling x ∈ ΩT is periodic if there is a nonzero period n ∈ Z2 \ {(0, 0)} such that x = σn(x) and
otherwise it is said nonperiodic. A set of Wang tiles T is periodic if there is a tiling x ∈ ΩT
which is periodic. A Wang tile set T is aperiodic if the subshift ΩT 6= ∅ is aperiodic.
4. Two-dimensional words and morphisms
In this section, we reuse the notations from [Lab18a] and [Lab18b] on d-dimensional words,
morphisms and self-similar subshifts.
4.1. d-dimensional word. In this section, we recall the definition of d-dimensional word that
appeared in [CKR10] and we keep the notation ui v they proposed for the concatenation.
If i ≤ j are integers, then Ji, jK denotes the interval of integers {i, i + 1, . . . , j}. Let n =
(n1, . . . , nd) ∈ Nd and A be an alphabet. We denote by An the set of functions
u : J0, n1 − 1K× · · · × J0, nd − 1K→ A.
An element u ∈ An is called a d-dimensional word u of shape n = (n1, . . . , nd) ∈ Nd on the
alphabet A. The set of all finite d-dimensional word is A∗d = {An | n ∈ Nd}. When the context is
clear, we write A instead of A(1,...,1). When d = 2, we represent a d-dimensional word u of shape
(n1, n2) as a matrix with Cartesian coordinates:
u =
 u0,n2−1 . . . un1−1,n2−1. . . . . . . . .
u0,0 . . . un1−1,0
 .
Let n,m ∈ Nd and u ∈ An and v ∈ Am. If there exists an index i such that the shapes n andm are
equal except at index i, then the concatenation of u and v in the direction ei is well-defined:
it is the d-dimensional word ui v of shape (n1, . . . , ni−1, ni +mi, ni+1, . . . , nd) ∈ Nd defined as
(ui v)(a) =
u(a) if 0 ≤ ai < ni,v(a − niei) if ni ≤ ai < ni +mi.
If the shapes n and m are not equal except at index i, we say that the concatenation of u ∈ An
and v ∈ Am in the direction ei is not well-defined.
Let n,m ∈ Nd and u ∈ An and v ∈ Am. We say that u occurs in v at position p ∈ Nd if v is
large enough, i.e., m− p− n ∈ Nd and
v(a + p) = u(a)
for all a = (a1, . . . , ad) ∈ Nd such that 0 ≤ ai < ni with 1 ≤ i ≤ d. If u occurs in v at some
position, then we say that u is a d-dimensional subword or factor of v.
4.2. d-dimensional morphisms. In this section, we generalize the definition of d-dimensional
morphisms [CKR10] to the case where the domain and codomain are different, see also [Moz89].
Let A and B be two alphabets. Let X ⊆ A∗d . A function ω : X → B∗d is a d-dimensional
morphism if for every i with 1 ≤ i ≤ d, and every u, v ∈ X such that ui v ∈ X is well-defined
we have that the concatenation ω(u)i ω(v) in direction ei is well-defined and
ω(ui v) = ω(u)i ω(v).
When A = B, we say that a d-dimensional morphism ω : A → A∗d is expansive if for every
a ∈ A and K ∈ N, there exists m ∈ N such that min(shape(ωm(a))) > K. We say that ω is
primitive if there exists m ∈ N such that for every a, b ∈ A the letter b occurs in ωm(a).
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A d-dimensional morphism ω : X → B∗d with X ⊆ A∗d can be extended to a d-dimensional
morphism ω : Y → BZd on Y ⊆ AZd with the principle that the origin of ω(y) ∈ BZ2 is at the
origin of the word ω(y0).
4.3. Self-similar subshifts. In this section we consider subshifts defined from substitutions lead-
ing to self-similar structures. Given a d-dimensional morphism ω : A → B∗d we define the image
of a subshift X ⊆ AZd under ω as the subshift
ω(X)σ = {σkω(u) | k ∈ Zd, u ∈ X} ⊆ BZd .
A subshift X ⊆ AZd is self-similar if there exists an expansive d-dimensional morphism ω : A →
A∗d such that X = ω(X)σ.
Self-similar subshifts can be constructed by iterative application of the morphism ω starting
with the letters. The language Lω defined by an expansive d-dimensional morphism ω : A → A∗d
is
Lω = {u ∈ A∗d | u is a d-dimensional subword of ωn(a) for some a ∈ A and n ∈ N}.
The substitutive shift Xω defined as
Xω = {w ∈ AZd | u ∈ Lω for every subword of w}.
is a self-similar subshift. If ω is primitive, then Xω is the smallest nonempty subshift X ⊆ AZd
satisfying X = ω(X)σ.
Lemma 2. Let ω : A → A∗d be an expansive and primitive d-dimensional morphism. Let X ⊂ AZd
be a self-similar subshift such that X = ω(X)σ. Then Xω ⊆ X.
5. Symbolic representation of Z2-actions
This section follows the section [LM95, §6.5] on Markov partitions where we adapt it to the
case of invertible Z2-actions. This section is the same as in [Lab19a] and hence every proof of this
section are omitted.
A topological partition of a metric space M is a finite collection {P0, P1, ..., Pr−1} of disjoint
open sets whose closures Pj together cover M in the sense that M = P0 ∪ P1 ∪ · · · ∪ Pr−1.
Suppose thatM is a compact metric space, (M,Z2, R) is a invertible dynamical system and that
P = {P0, P1, ..., Pr−1} is a topological partition of M . Let A = {0, 1, . . . , r − 1} and S ⊂ Z2 be a
finite set. We say that a pattern w : S → A is allowed for P , R if⋂
k∈S
R−k(Pwk) 6= ∅.
Let LP,R be the collection of all allowed patterns for P , R. It can be checked that LP,R is the
language of a subshift. Hence, using standard arguments [LM95, Prop. 1.3.4], there is a unique
subshift XP,R ⊂ AZ2 whose language is LP,R. We call XP,R the symbolic dynamical system
corresponding to P , R. For each w ∈ XP,R ⊂ AZ2 and n ≥ 0 there is a corresponding nonempty
open set
Dn(w) =
⋂
‖k‖≤n
R−k(Pwk) ⊆M.
The closures Dn(w) of these sets are compact and decrease with n, so that D0(w) ⊇ D1(w) ⊇
D2(w) ⊇ . . . . It follows that ∩∞n=0Dn(w) 6= ∅. In order for points in XP,R to correspond to points
in M , this intersection should contain only one point. This leads to the following definition.
A topological partition P of M gives a symbolic representation of (M,Z2, R) if for every
w ∈ XP,R the intersection ∩∞n=0Dn(w) consists of exactly one point m ∈M . We call w a symbolic
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representation of m. We call P a Markov partition for (M,Z2, R) if P gives a symbolic
representation of (M,Z2, R) and furthermore XP,R is a shift of finite type.
5.1. Symbolic representation of Z2-rotations on the torus. From now on, we assume that
the compact metric space M is a 2-torus. Let Γ be a lattice in R2, i.e., a discrete subgroup of the
additive group R2 such that the quotient space has finite invariant measure. This defines a 2-torus
T = R2/Γ. For some α, β ∈ T, we consider the dynamical system (T,Z2, R) where R : Z2×T→ T
is the action defined by
Rn(x) := R(n,x) = x + n1α + n2β
for every n = (n1, n2) ∈ Z2. The map R is a continuous Z2-action on T.
Lemma 3. Let (T,Z2, R) be a minimal dynamical system and P = {P0, P1, ..., Pr−1} be a topolog-
ical partition of T. If there exists an atom Pi which is invariant only under the trivial translation
in T, then P gives a symbolic representation of (T,Z2, R).
The set
∆P,R :=
⋃
n∈Z2
Rn
( ⋃
a∈A
∂Pa
)
⊂ T
is the set of points whose orbit under the Z2-action of R intersect the boundary of the topological
partition P = {Pa}a∈A. From Baire Category Theorem [LM95, Theorem 6.1.24], the set T \∆P,R
is dense in T. For every starting point x ∈ T \∆P,R, the coding of its orbit under the Z2-action
of R is a well-defined 2-dimensional word:
OrbitP,Rx : Z× Z → A
n 7→ a if and only if Rn(x) ∈ Pa.
Lemma 4. The symbolic dynamical system XP,R corresponding to P , R is the topological closure
of the set of orbits:
XP,R =
{
OrbitP,Rx | x ∈ T \∆P,R
}
Lemma 5. Let P gives a symbolic representation of the dynamical system (T,Z2, R). Then
(i) if (T,Z2, R) is minimal, then (XP,R,Z2, σ) is minimal,
(ii) if R is a free Z2-action on T, then XP,R aperiodic.
6. Polygon exchange transformations
When the Z2-action R is a Z2-rotation on the torus T, the maps Re1 and Re2 can be seen as
polygon exchange transformations [Hoo13,Sch14] on a fundamental domain of T.
Definition 6. [AKY18] Let X be a polygon together with two topological partitions of X into
polygons
X =
N⋃
k=0
Pk =
N⋃
k=0
Qk
such that for each k, Pk and Qk are translation equivalent, i.e., there exists vk ∈ R2 such that
Pk = Qk + vk. A polygon exchange transformation (PET) is the piecewise translation on
X defined for x ∈ Pk by T (x) = x+ vk. The map is not defined for points x ∈ ∪Nk=0∂Pk.
The fact that a rotation on a circle can be seen as a exchange of two intervals is well-known as
noticed for example in [Rau77]. It generalizes in higher dimension where a generic translation on
a d-dimensional torus is a polyhedron exchange transformation defined by the exchange of at most
2d pieces on a fundamental domain having for shape a n-dimensional parallelotope. We state a 2-
dimensional version of this lemma restricted to the case of rectangular fundamental domain because
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we use this connection several times in the following sections to prove that induced Z2-actions are
again Z2-rotations on a torus.
Lemma 7. Let Γ = `1Z × `2Z be a lattice in R2 and its rectangular fundamental domain D =
[0, `1) × [0, `2). For every α = (α1, α2) ∈ D, the dynamical system (R2/Γ,Z,x 7→ x + α) is
measurably conjugate to the dynamical system (D,Z, T ) where T : D → D is the polygon exchange
transformation shown in Figure 1.
0 `1`1 − α1
0
`2
`2 − α2
A B
C D
T
0 `1α1
0
`2
α2
T (D) T (C)
T (B) T (A)
Figure 1. The polygon exchange transformation T of the rectangle [0, `1) × [0, `2) as
defined on the figure can be seen as a toral translation by the vector (α1, α2) on the torus
R2/(`1Z× `2Z).
Proof. It follows from the fact that toral rotations and such polygon exchange transformations are
the cartesian product of circle rotations and exchange of two intervals. 
Part 2. Induction of Z2-actions and induced partitions of the 2-torus
7. Induced Z2-actions
Renormalization schemes also known as Rauzy induction were originally defined for dynamical
system including interval exchange transformations (IET) [Rau79]. A natural way to generalize
it to higher dimension is to consider polygon exchange transformations [Hoo13,AKY18] or even
polytope exchange transformations [Sch14, Sch16] where only one map is considered. But more
dimensions also allows to induce two or more (commuting) maps at the same time.
In this section, we define the induction of Z2-actions on a subdomain. We consider the torus
T = R2/Γ where Γ is a lattice in R2. Let α1, α2 ∈ R2 and consider the Z2-action R : Z2 ×T→ T
defined by
Rn(x) := R(n,x) = x + n1α1 + n2α2
for every n = (n1, n2) ∈ Z2. We assume that R is a minimal action on T. For every n ∈ Z2, the
toral translation Rn can be seen as polygon exchange transformations on a fundamental domain
of T.
The set of return times of x ∈ T to a window W ⊂ T under the action R is the subset of
Z× Z defined as:
δW (x) = {n ∈ Z× Z | Rn(x) ∈ W}.
We say that the Z2-action R is cartesian on a window W ⊂ T if for all x ∈ T there exists two
strictly increasing sequences r(1)x , r(2)x : Z → Z such that the set of return times is the cartesian
product of their ranges, i.e.,
δW (x) = r(1)x (Z)× r(2)x (Z).
We always assume that the sequences are shifted in such a way that
r(i)x (n) ≥ 0 ⇐⇒ n ≥ 0 for i ∈ {1, 2}.
In particular, if x ∈ W , then (0, 0) ∈ δW (x), so that r(1)x (0) = r(2)x (0) = 0.
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When the Z2-action R is cartesian on a window W ⊂ T, we say that the tuple
(r(1)x (1), r(2)x (1))
is the first return time of a starting point x ∈ T to a window W ⊂ T under the action R.
When the Z2-action R is cartesian on a window W ⊂ T, we may consider its return map on W
and we prove in the next lemma that this gives a Z2-action on W . More precisely, we define the
induced Z2-action R̂|W : Z2 ×W → W by
(R̂|W )n(x) := R̂|W (n,x) = R(r
(1)
x (n1),r
(2)
x (n2))(x)
for every n = (n1, n2) ∈ Z2.
Lemma 8. If the Z2-action R is cartesian on a window W ⊂ T, then R̂|W : Z2 ×W → W is a
well-defined Z2-action.
Proof. Let x ∈ W . We have that
R̂|W (0,x) = R(r
(1)
x (0),r
(2)
x (0))(x) = R(0,0)(x) = x.
Firstly, using
r(i)x (k + n) = rRei·r(i)x (n)(x)(k) + r
(i)
x (n),
and skipping few details, we get
R̂|W (kei + nei,x) = R̂|W
(
kei,
(
R̂|W (nei,x)
))
.
Secondly, using the fact that
r(1)x (k1) = r(1)y (k1)
whenever y = R(0,r
(2)
x (k2))x = R̂|W (k2e2,x), we obtain
R̂|W (k,x) = R(r
(1)
x (k1),r
(2)
x (k2))(x) = R(r
(1)
x (k1),0)R(0,r
(2)
x (k2))(x)
= R(r
(1)
x (k1),0)R̂|W (k2e2,x) = R̂|W
(
k1e1, R̂|W (k2e2,x)
)
.
Therefore, for every k,n ∈ Z2, we have
(R̂|W )k+n(x) = (R̂|W )(k1+n1)e1(R̂|W )(k2+n2)e2(x)
= (R̂|W )k1e1(R̂|W )n1e1(R̂|W )k2e2(R̂|W )n2e2(x)
= (R̂|W )k1e1(R̂|W )(n1,k2)(R̂|W )n2e2(x)
= (R̂|W )k1e1(R̂|W )k2e2(R̂|W )n1e1(R̂|W )n2e2(x)
= (R̂|W )k(R̂|W )n(x),
which shows that R̂|W is a Z2-action on W . 
A consequence of the lemma is that the Z2-action R̂|W is generated by two commutative maps
(R̂|W )e1(x) = R(r
(1)
x (1),0)(x) and (R̂|W )e2(x) = R(0,r
(2)
x (1))(x)
which are the first return maps of Re1 and Re2 to W :
(R̂|W )e1(x) = R̂e1 |W (x) and (R̂|W )e2(x) = R̂e2|W (x).
Recall that the first return map T̂ |W of a dynamical system (X,T ) maps a point x ∈ W ⊂ X
to the first point in the forward orbit of T lying in W , i.e.
T̂ |W (x) = T r(x)(x) where r(x) = min{k ∈ Z>0 : T k(x) ∈ W}.
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From Poincaré’s recurrence theorem, if µ is a finite T -invariant measure on X, then the first return
map T̂ |W is well defined for µ-almost all x ∈ W . When T is a translation on a torus, if the subset
W is open, then the first return map is well-defined for every point x ∈ W . Moreover if W is a
polygon, then the first return map T̂ |W is a polygon exchange transformation.
8. Partitions of the torus induced by Z2-actions
For IETs, the interval on which we define the Rauzy induction is usually given by one of the atom
of the partition which defines the IET itself. In our setting, it is not the case. The partition that
we use carries more information than the natural partition which allows to define the Z2-action
R as a pair of polygon exchange transformations. The partition is a refinement of the natural
partition involving well-chosen sloped lines.
Let P = {Pa}a∈A be a topological partition of T together with its coding map
Code : T \ (∪a∈A∂Pa) → A
x 7→ a if and only if x ∈ Pa.
For every starting point x ∈ T \∆P,R, the coding of its orbit under the Z2-action of R defines a
2-dimensional word
OrbitP,Rx : Z× Z → A
n 7→ Code(Rn(x)).
If the Z2-action R is cartesian on a window W ⊂ T, then we define the return word map as
ReturnWord : W → A∗2
x 7→
 Code(R
(0,s−1)x) · · · Code(R(r−1,s−1)x)
· · · · · · · · ·
Code(R(0,0)x) · · · Code(R(r−1,0)x)
 ,
in which we use r = r(1)x (x) and s = r(2)x (x) to simplify the notations.
The image L = ReturnWord(W ) ⊂ A∗2 is a language called the set of return words.
When the return time to W is bounded, the set of return words L is finite. Let L = {wb}b∈B
be an enumeration1 of L for some finite set B. The induced partition of P by the action of
R on the subdomain W is a topological partition of W defined as the set of preimage sets under
ReturnWord:
P̂|W = {ReturnWord−1(wb)}b∈B.
This yields the induced coding on W
Code|W : W → B
y 7→ b if and only if y ∈ ReturnWord−1(wb).
A natural substitution comes out of this induction procedure:
(4) ω : B → A
∗2
b 7→ wb.
The partition P̂|W ofW can be effectively computed by refining the partition P with the window
W with several copies of P under action R. We do not provide a formula for this here. The next
result shows that it is possible to write the coding of the orbit under the Z2-action R as the image
under the 2-dimensional substitution ω of the coding of the orbit under the Z2-action R̂|W .
1In practice, the way the enumeration is done is important for instance in the case of self-induced systems. When
the words are 1-dimensional, we order by default the words wb ∈ L by length and then lexicographically.
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Lemma 9. If the Z2-action R is cartesian on a window W ⊂ T, then ω is a 2-dimensional
morphism, and for every x ∈ W we have
OrbitP,Rx = ω
(
OrbitP̂|W ,R̂|Wx
)
.
Proof. Let x ∈ W . By hypothesis, there exists P,Q ⊂ Z such that the set of returns times satisfies
δW (x) = P ×Q and we may write P = {ri}i∈Z and Q = {sj}j∈Z as increasing sequences such that
r0 = s0 = 0. Therefore, OrbitP,Rx may be decomposed into a lattice of rectangular blocks. More
precisely, for every i, j ∈ Z, the following block is the image of a letter under ω: Code(R
(ri,sj+1−1)x) · · · Code(R(ri+1−1,sj+1−1)x)
· · · · · · · · ·
Code(R(ri,sj)x) · · · Code(R(ri+1−1,sj)x)
 = ReturnWord(R(ri,sj)x) = wbij = ω(bij)
for some letter bij ∈ B. Moreover,
bij = Code|W (R(ri,sj)x) = Code|W
(
(R̂|W )(i,j)x
)
.
Since the adjacent blocks have matching dimensions, for every i, j ∈ Z, the following concatenations
ω
(
bij 1 b(i+1)j
)
= ω (bij)1 ω
(
b(i+1)j
)
and ω
(
bij 2 bi(j+1)
)
= ω (bij)2 ω
(
bi(j+1)
)
are well defined. Thus ω is a 2-dimensional morphism on the set
{
OrbitP̂|W ,R̂|Wx
∣∣∣∣x ∈ W} and we
have
OrbitP,Rx = ω
(
OrbitP̂|W ,R̂|Wx
)
which ends the proof. Note that the domain of ω can be extended to its topological closure. 
Proposition 10. Let P be a topological partition of T. If the Z2-action R is cartesian on a window
W ⊂ T, then XP,R = ω(XP̂|W ,R̂|W )
σ.
Proof. Let
Y =
{
OrbitP,Rx
∣∣∣x ∈ T} and Z = {OrbitP̂|W ,R̂|Wx ∣∣∣∣x ∈ W} ,
(⊇). Let x ∈ W . From Lemma 9, ω
(
OrbitP̂|W ,R̂|Wx
)
= OrbitP,Rx with x ∈ W ⊂ T. (⊆).
Let x ∈ T. There exists k1, k2 ∈ N such that x′ = R−(k1,k2)(x) ∈ W . Therefore, we have
x = R(k1,k2)(x′) where 0 ≤ k1 < r(x′) and 0 ≤ k2 < s(x′). Thus the shift k = (k1, k2) ∈ Z2 is
bounded by the maximal return time of Re1 and Re2 to W . We have
OrbitP,Rx = Orbit
P,R
Rkx′ = σ
k ◦OrbitP,Rx′ = σk ◦ ω
(
OrbitP̂|W ,R̂|Wx′
)
where we used Lemma 9 with x′ ∈ W . We conclude that Y = ω(Z)σ. The result follows from
Lemma 4 by taking the topological closure on both sides. 
Including the first vs the last letter. We finish with a remark on the definition of the return
word map. There is a choice to be made in its definition whether we include the first or the
last letter of the orbit that comes back to the window (vertically and horizontally). For example,
another option is to define return words that includes the last letter instead of the first letter. In
general, for each value of 1, 2 ∈ {0, 1}, we may define
ReturnWord1,2 : W → A∗2
x 7→
 Code(R
(1,2+s−1)x) · · · Code(R(1+r−1,2+s−1)x)
· · · · · · · · ·
Code(R(1,2)x) · · · Code(R(1+r−1,2)x)

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where r = r(1)x (x) and s = r(2)x (x). An alternative is to consider ReturnWord for the Z2-
actions R(−n1,n2), R(n1,−n2) or R(−n1,−n2) and taking horizontal and/or vertical mirror images of the
obtained return words.
9. Renormalization schemes
In what follows, we define a renormalization scheme on a topological partition of the domain X
together with a dynamical systems (X,Z2, R) defined by a Z2-action R on X.
Sometimes, when R is a Z2-action on X, the induced Z2-action R̂|W can be renormalized as a
Z2-action on the original domain X. This leads to the definition of renormalization schemes. The
following definition is inspired from [AKY18] and adapted to the case dynamical systems defined
by Z2-actions.
Definition 11. A dynamical system (X,Z2, R) has a renormalization scheme if there exists
a proper subset W ⊂ X, a homeomorphism φ : W → X, a renormalized dynamical system
(X,Z2, R′) such that
(R′)n = φ ◦ (R̂|W )n ◦ φ−1
for all n ∈ Z2, meaning that the following diagram commute:
W X
W X
φ
(R̂|W )n (R′)n
φ
The dynamical system (X,Z2, R) is self-induced if it is equal to the renormalized one, that is, if
R = R′.
Now we define the renormalization of a topological partition P = {Pa}a∈A of X. If a dynamical
system (X,Z2, R) has a renormalization scheme with the same notations as above, then the induced
partition P̂|W = {Qb}b∈B of W can be renormalized as a partition
φ(P̂|W ) = {φ(Qb)}b∈B
of X. If the dynamical system (X,Z2, R) is self-induced and A = B and P = φ(P̂|W ), then we say
that the topological partition P of X is self-induced.
Proposition 12. Let P be a topological partition of T and suppose that the Z2-action R is cartesian
on a window W ⊂ T. If P is self-induced, then XP,R is self-similar satisfying XP,R = ω(XP,R)σ
where ω is the 2-dimensional morphism defined in Eq. (4).
Proof. From Proposition 10, we have XP,R = ω(XP̂|W ,R̂|W )
σ. It remains to show XP,R = XP̂|W ,R̂|W .
Since P is self-induced, we have Code|W = Code ◦φ. Thus for every m,n ∈ Z and every x ∈ W ,
we have
OrbitP̂|W ,R̂|Wx (n) = Code|W ◦ (R̂|W )n(x) = Code ◦ φ ◦ (R̂|W )n(x)
= Code ◦ (R)n ◦ φ(x) = OrbitP,Rφ(x)(n).
Since φ : W → T is a homeomorphism, we obtain
XP,R =
{
OrbitP,Rx
∣∣∣x ∈ T} = {OrbitP,Rφ(x) ∣∣∣x ∈ W} = {OrbitP̂|W ,R̂|Wx ∣∣∣∣x ∈ W} = XP̂|W ,R̂|W
and the conclusion follows. 
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Part 3. A self-induced partition of T2
Whenever i ≤ j are integers, then Ji, jK denotes the interval of integers {i, i+ 1, . . . , j}.
10. Inducing the Z2-action RU and the partition PU of T2
In this section, we present an example of a self-induced partition of the torus T2 = (R/Z)2. We
consider the dynamical system (T2,Z2, RU) defined by the Z2-action
RU : Z2 × T2 → T2
(n,x) 7→ x + ϕ−2n
where ϕ = 1+
√
5
2 . We consider the Markov partition PU = {Pa}a∈J0,18K for the dynamical system
(T2,Z2, RU) that was introduced in [Lab19a]. It is illustrated in Figure 2. The topological partition
PU defines a coding map CodeU : T2 → J0, 18K.
16
17
15 8
11
9
13
18 10
14
12
0
7
4 1
5
3 2
6
0 11
ϕ2
1
ϕ
0
1
1
ϕ2
1
ϕ
Figure 2. The topological partition PU of T2 using alphabet J0, 18K for the atoms.
Theorem 13. The topological partition PU is self-induced and the set XPU ,RU is self-similar satis-
fying XPU ,RU = βU(XPU ,RU )
σ where βU : J0, 18K→ J0, 18K∗2 is defined as
(5) βU :

0 7→ (17) , 1 7→ (16) , 2 7→ (15, 11) , 3 7→ (13, 9) ,
4 7→ (17, 8) , 5 7→ (16, 8) , 6 7→ (15, 8) , 7 7→ (14, 8) ,
8 7→
(
6
14
)
, 9 7→
(
3
17
)
, 10 7→
(
3
16
)
, 11 7→
(
2
14
)
,
12 7→
(
7 1
15 11
)
, 13 7→
(
6 1
14 11
)
, 14 7→
(
7 1
13 9
)
, 15 7→
(
6 1
12 9
)
,
16 7→
(
5 1
18 10
)
, 17 7→
(
4 1
13 9
)
, 18 7→
(
2 0
14 8
)
.
Proof. Let x ∈ T2 and consider OrbitPU ,RUx : Z2 → J0, 18K obtained as the coding under CodeU
of the orbit of the starting point x ∈ T2 under the Z2-action RU . Let W = [0, ϕ−1]× [0, ϕ−1]. The
first return time to W under both the maps Re1U and Re2U is 1 or 2. The values for the first return
time under the Z2-action RU yield a topological partition {A,B,C,D} of W defined as
A = (0, ϕ−3)× (0, ϕ−3), B = (ϕ−3, ϕ−1)× (0, ϕ−3),
C = (0, ϕ−3)× (ϕ−3, ϕ−1), D = (ϕ−3, ϕ−1)× (ϕ−3, ϕ−1).
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The first return return time of A under RU is (1, 1). The first return return time of B under RU
is (2, 1). The first return return time of C under RU is (1, 2). The first return return time of D
under RU is (2, 2). The partition is shown in Figure 3 together with the images of the atoms under
RU until it returns to W .
0 11
ϕ3
1
ϕ
0
1
1
ϕ3
1
ϕ
A B R
(1,0)
U (B)
C D R
(1,0)
U (D)
R
(0
,1
)
U
(C
)
R
(0,1)
U (D) R
(1,1)
U (D)
0 11
ϕ2
1
ϕ
0
1
1
ϕ2
1
ϕ
R
(2,2)
U (D)
R
(1
,2
)
U
(C
)
R
(2,1)
U (D)
R
(2,1)
U (B)
R
(1,
1)
U
(A
)
R
(1,1)
U (B)
R
(2,1)
U (D)
R
(1
,1
)
U
(C
)
R
(1,1)
U (D)
Figure 3. The set {A,B,C,D} forms a partition of the rectangle W . We consider the
first return to W . The orbit of A, B, C and D under RU before it returns to W yields two
partitions of T2.
The Z2-action RU is cartesian on the window W . Thus from Lemma 8, the induced Z2-action
R̂U |W : Z2 ×W → W given by
(R̂U |W )n(x) = (R̂e1U |W )n1 ◦ (R̂e2U |W )n2(x),
for every n = (n1, n2) ∈ Z2, is well-defined.
Both first return maps R̂e1U |W and R̂e2U |W are defined as exchanges of rectangles among {A,B,C,D}.
Thus using Lemma 7, we may identifyW with the torus
(
R/ 1
ϕ
Z
)2
and define the induced Z2-action
as toral rotations on (R/ 1
ϕ
Z)2:
(R̂U |W )n(x) = x− ϕ−3n mod
(
1
ϕ
Z
)2
Thus we have that the return word function is
ReturnWord : W → J0, 18K∗2
x 7→

(CodeU(x)) if x ∈ A,(
CodeU(x),CodeU(R(1,0)U x)
)
if x ∈ B. CodeU(R(0,1)U x)
CodeU(x)
 if x ∈ C, CodeU(R(0,1)U x) CodeU(R(1,1)U x)
CodeU(x) CodeU(R(1,0)U x)
 if x ∈ D.
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We get the set of return words L = ReturnWord(W ) with
L =

w0 = (17) , w1 = (16) , w2 = (15, 11) , w3 = (13, 9) ,
w4 = (17, 8) , w5 = (16, 8) , w6 = (15, 8) , w7 = (14, 8) ,
w8 =
(
6
14
)
, w9 =
(
3
17
)
, w10 =
(
3
16
)
, w11 =
(
2
14
)
,
w12 =
(
7 1
15 11
)
, w13 =
(
6 1
14 11
)
, w14 =
(
7 1
13 9
)
, w15 =
(
6 1
12 9
)
,
w16 =
(
5 1
18 10
)
, w17 =
(
4 1
13 9
)
, w18 =
(
2 0
14 8
)
.

.
The induced partition to W by RU is
P̂U |W = {ReturnWord−1(wb)}b∈J0,18K
which is a topological partition of W made of 19 atoms, see Figure 4. The induced coding is
CodeU |W : W → J0, 18K
y 7→ b if and only if y ∈ ReturnWord−1(wb).
1
0
11
8
10
9
37
6
2
5
4
15
17
14
18
13
12
16
0 1
ϕ3
1
ϕ2
1
ϕ
0
1
ϕ3
1
ϕ2
1
ϕ
Figure 4. The induced topological partition P̂U |W of
(
R/ 1ϕZ
)2
.
A natural substitution comes out of this construction:
βU : J0, 18K → J0, 18K∗
b 7→ wb
which corresponds to the one defined in Equation (5).
As shown in Figures 2 and 4, the partitions defined by the preimages of CodeU and CodeU |W
are the same up to homothety by −ϕ. Moreover the action RU on T2 correspond to the action R̂U |W
onW . We now formalize these observations. Let h : (R/ϕ−1Z)2 → (R/Z)2 be the homeomorphism
defined by h(x) = −ϕx. We may verify that the following diagram commute:
(R/ϕ−1Z)2 (R/Z)2
(R/ϕ−1Z)2 (R/Z)2
h
(R̂|W )n Rn
h
for every n ∈ Z2. Therefore, the dynamical system (T2,Z2, RU) is self-induced.
Moreover A = J0, 18K = B and PU = h(P̂U |W ), so that PU is self-induced. From Proposition 12
we conclude that XPU ,RU is self-similar satisfying XPU ,RU = βU(XPU ,RU )
σ. 
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As a consequence the symbolic dynamical system XPU ,RU is exactly equal to the substitutive
subshift XβU .
Corollary 14. XβU = XPU ,RU
Proof. From Theorem 13, we have XPU ,RU is self-similar satisfying XPU ,RU = βU(XPU ,RU )
σ. The
2-dimensional morphism βU is expansive and primitive. From Lemma 2, we deduce that XβU ⊆
XPU ,RU .
From Lemma 3, the partition PU gives a symbolic representation of the dynamical system
(T2,Z2, RU). The dynamical system (T,Z2, R) is minimal. Thus from Lemma 5, (XPU ,RU ,Z2, σ)
is minimal. The equality XβU = XPU ,RU follows from the minimality of XPU ,RU . 
We observe that Corollary 14 was proved and the 2-dimensional morphism βU was computed
exclusively from the partition PU and the induction of the Z2-action RU on T2.
11. Geometric representation of Wang tilings in ΩU
We recall the result proved in a previous work about the substitutive structure of the Wang shift
ΩU for some set of Wang tiles U that we do not explicit here.
Theorem 15. [Lab18a] There exists a set U of 19 Wang tiles such that the Wang shift ΩU is
aperiodic and self-similar i.e., ω(ΩU)
σ = ΩU with some expansive and primitive 2-dimensional
morphism ω. Moreover it is minimal and ΩU = Xω.
We may now relate the 2-dimensional morphism βU computed here from the induction of Z2-
action and a partition of T2 with the 2-dimension morphism ω computed in [Lab18a] from Wang
tiles and the notion of markers tiles.
Remark 16. The morphism ω from [Lab18a] is equal to the morphism βU defined in Equation (5).
In [Lab19a], we proved that the coding of orbits under the Z2-action RU are valid Wang tilings
using the set U of 19 Wang tiles, that is XPU ,RU ⊆ ΩU and the equality XPU ,RU = ΩU followed from
the minimality of ΩU . The Corollary 14 from the previous section provides a much more satisfying
and constructive proof of this equality since both systems have, for independent reasons, the same
substitutive structure.
Corollary 17. The symbolic dynamical system XPU ,RU and the Wang shift ΩU have the same
substitutive structure, that is,
XPU ,RU = XβU = Xω = ΩU .
Proof. Follows from Corollary 14, Theorem 15 and Remark 16. 
In other words, any tiling in ΩU is the coding with the topological partition PU of the orbit
under the Z2-action RU of a starting point in T2.
Part 4. Substitutive structure of XP0,R0: just induce!
In this part, we start with the partition associated to Jeandel-Rao Wang tilings and construct
a sequence of induced partition until the induction process loops. The proof can be verified with
a computer. The Sage code to reproduce the computations of all induced Z2-actions and induced
partitions is in the appendix.
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12. Inducing the Z2-action R0 and the partition P0 to get XP1,R1
Let Γ0 = 〈(ϕ, 0), (1, ϕ + 3)〉Z be a lattice with ϕ = 1+
√
5
2 . We consider the dynamical system
(R2/Γ0,Z2, R0) defined by the Z2-action
R0 : Z2 × R2/Γ0 → R2/Γ0
(n,x) 7→ x + n.
We consider the topological partition P0 of R2/Γ0 illustrated in Figure 5 on a fundamental domain
where each atom is associated to a letter in the alphabet A0 = J0, 10K. The partition P0 defines a
coding map Code0 : R2/Γ0 → A0 and it was proved in [Lab19a] that the coding of orbits under
the Z2-action R0 are valid Wang tilings using the 11 Wang tiles from Jeandel-Rao tile set.
P0 =
0 11
ϕ2
1
ϕ
ϕ
0
1
2
ϕ+ 1
ϕ+ 2
ϕ+ 3
6 6 6
7
5
4
2 10
87 3
9 9 9
1 1 1
0 0 0
Rn0 (x) = x + n mod Γ0
Figure 5. The partition P0 of R2/Γ0 into atoms associated to letters in A0 illustrated on
a rectangular fundamental domain.
Proposition 18. Let (R2/Γ1,Z2, R1) be a dynamical system with lattice Γ1 = ϕZ×Z and Z2-action
R1 : Z2 × R2/Γ1 → R2/Γ1
(n,x) 7→ x + n1e1 + n2(ϕ−1, ϕ−2).
Let P1 be the topological partition illustrated in Figure 8 where each atom is associated to a letter
in A1 = J0, 27K. Then XP0,R0 = β0(XP1,R1)σ where β0 : A∗21 → A∗20 is the 2-dimensional morphism
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defined by
(6) β0 :

0 7→

7
3
9
0
 , 1 7→

5
7
9
0
 , 2 7→

4
10
9
0
 ,3 7→

7
3
3
1
 , 4 7→

6
7
3
1
 , 5 7→

7
8
3
1
 , 6 7→

5
2
7
1
 ,
7 7→

5
5
7
1
 , 8 7→

6
5
7
1
 , 9 7→

5
7
8
1
 , 10 7→

4
10
8
1
 ,11 7→

5
4
10
1
 ,12 7→

6
4
10
1
 ,13 7→

7
3
3
9
0
 ,
14 7→

6
7
3
9
0
 , 15 7→

7
8
3
9
0
 , 16 7→

5
2
7
9
0
 ,17 7→

6
2
7
9
0
 , 18 7→

5
5
7
9
0
 , 19 7→

6
5
7
9
0
 , 20 7→

5
7
8
9
0
 ,
21 7→

4
10
8
9
0
 ,22 7→

6
4
10
9
0
 ,23 7→

6
7
3
3
1
 ,24 7→

6
7
8
3
1
 , 25 7→

6
5
2
7
1
 , 26 7→

6
4
10
8
1
 ,27 7→

6
5
4
10
1
 .
Proof. Let W = (0, ϕ) × (0, 1). The Z2-action R0 is cartesian on the window W . Thus from
Lemma 8, the induced Z2-action R̂0|W : Z2 ×W → W given by
(R̂0|W )n(x) = (R̂e10 |W )n1 ◦ (R̂e20 |W )n2(x),
for every n = (n1, n2) ∈ Z2, is well-defined. The first return time to W under R0 is (1, 4) or (1, 5).
The orbits of points in W until the first return to W under Re20 is shown in Figure 6.
The maximal subsets of W on which the first return map R̂e20 |W is continuous yield a partition
{A,B,C,D} of W defined as
A = (0, 1)× (ϕ−1, 1), B = (1, ϕ)× (ϕ−1, 1),
C = (0, 1)× (0, ϕ−1), D = (1, ϕ)× (0, ϕ−1).
The return time of A∪B toW under Re20 is 4. The return time of C∪D toW under Re20 is 5. The
first return maps R̂e20 |W is defined as exchanges of rectangles {A,B,C,D} which, from Lemma 7,
is equivalent to a toral translation by (ϕ−1, ϕ−2) on R2/Γ1.
The first return map R̂e10 |W is defined as an exchange of two rectangles, see Figure 7, which,
from Lemma 7, is equivalent to a toral translation by e1 on R2/Γ1. Thus, we may identify W with
the torus R2/Γ1 and define the induced Z2-action as toral rotations on R2/Γ1:
(R̂0|W )n(x) = x + n1e1 + n2(ϕ−1, ϕ−2) mod Γ1.
We observe that R1 = R̂0|W .
Thus we have that the return word function ReturnWord : W → J0, 10K∗2 is
x 7→

Code0(R(0,3)0 x)
Code0(R(0,2)0 x)
Code0(R(0,1)0 x)
Code0(R(0,0)0 x)
 if x ∈ A ∪B or x 7→

Code0(R(0,4)0 x)
Code0(R(0,3)0 x)
Code0(R(0,2)0 x)
Code0(R(0,1)0 x)
Code0(R(0,0)0 x)
 if x ∈ C ∪D.
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0
1
2
3
4
ϕ− 1
ϕ
ϕ+ 1
ϕ+ 2
ϕ+ 3
0 11
ϕ
ϕ
A B
C D
R
(0,1)
0 (A) R
(0,1)
0 (B)
R
(0,1)
0 (C) R
(0,1)
0 (D)
R
(0,2)
0 (A) R
(0,2)
0 (B)
R
(0,2)
0 (C) R
(0,2)
0 (D)
R
(0,3)
0 (A) R
(0,3)
0 (B)
R
(0,3)
0 (C) R
(0,3)
0 (D)
R
(0,4)
0 (C) R
(0,4)
0 (D)
0
1
1
ϕ2
0 11
ϕ
ϕ
R
(0,4)
0 (B) R
(0,4)
0 (A)
R
(0,5)
0 (D) R
(0,5)
0 (C)
Figure 6. The set {A,B,C,D} forms a partition of the rectangle W = (0, ϕ) × (0, 1).
The return time to W under the map Re20 is 4 or 5. The orbit of A, B, C and D under
Re20 before it returns to W yields a partitions of R2/Γ0. The first return map R̂
e2
0 |W is
equivalent to a toral translation by the vector ( 1ϕ ,
1
ϕ2 ) on R
2/Γ1.
0
1
1
ϕ2
0 11
ϕ
ϕ
L R
0
1
1
ϕ2
0 11
ϕ
ϕ
Re10 (R) Re10 (L)
Figure 7. The return time to W under map Re10 is always 1. The first return map R̂
e1
0 |W
is equivalent to a toral translation by the vector (1, 0) on R2/Γ1.
We get the set of return words L = {wb}b∈J0,27K = ReturnWord(W ) as listed in (6). The
partition induced by R0 on W is
P1 := P̂0|W = {ReturnWord−1(wb)}b∈J0,27K
which is a topological partition of W made of 28 atoms (the atoms ReturnWord−1(w21) and
ReturnWord−1(w25) are both the union of two triangles), see Figure 8.
The induced coding is
Code1 := Code0|W : W → J0, 27K
y 7→ b if and only if y ∈ ReturnWord−1(wb).
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P1 =
01 2
3
4
56
78 9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
1819
19
20 2122
22 232425 2627
0 1 ϕ1
ϕ4
1
ϕ3
1
ϕ2
1
ϕ
0
1
1
ϕ
Rn1 (x) = x + n1e1 + n2(ϕ−1, ϕ−2) mod Γ1
Figure 8. The partition P1 := P̂0|W of R2/Γ1 into atoms associated to letters in A1.
A natural substitution comes out of this construction:
β0 : J0, 27K → J0, 10K∗
b 7→ wb
which corresponds to the one defined in Equation (6). From Proposition 10, we have XP0,R0 =
β0(XP1,R1)
σ which ends the proof. 
The meaning of the substitution β0 in terms of rectangular patterns 5 × 1 and 4 × 1 of Wang
tiles is illustrated in Figure 11 in the appendix.
13. Changing the base of the Z2-action to get XP2,R2
Recall that Γ1 = ϕZ × Z and that the coding on the torus R2/Γ1 is given by the Z2-action R1
of (n,x) 7→ x + n1e1 + n2(ϕ−1, ϕ−2). We remark that Re11 is a horizontal translation while Re21 is
not. But we observe that Re1+e21 = Re11 ◦ Re21 is a vertical translation x 7→ x + (0, ϕ−2). So it is
natural to change the base of the Z2-action R1 by using Re1+e21 instead of Re21 . Therefore we let
R
(n1,n2)
2 (x) = R
(n1+n2,n2)
1 (x) = x + n1e1 + ϕ−2n2e2
for every n = (n1, n2) ∈ Z2 which defines an action Z2×R2/Γ2 → R2/Γ2 where Γ2 = Γ1. We keep
the rest as is, that is Γ2 = Γ1, A2 = A1, and Code2 = Code1. We get the setup illustrated in
Figure 9.
P2 =
01 2
3
4
56
78 9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
1819
19
20 2122
22 232425 2627
0 1 ϕ1
ϕ4
1
ϕ3
1
ϕ2
1
ϕ
0
1
1
ϕ
Rn2 (x) = x + n1e1 + ϕ−2n2e2 mod Γ2
Figure 9. The partition P2 of R2/Γ2 into atoms associated to letters in A2.
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In general we have the following result.
Lemma 19. For every M ∈ SL2(Z), the map
pM : AZ
2 → AZ2
w 7→ (n 7→ wMn)
is a homeomorphism.
Proof. The map pM is continuous and admits a inverse pM−1 which is also continuous. 
Lemma 20. There exists a homeomorphism β1 : XP2,R2 → XP1,R1.
Proof. Let M = ( 1 −10 1 ) and β1 = pM be the homeomorphism defined in Lemma 19. For every
x ∈ R2/Γ1 = R2/Γ2 and m,n ∈ Z, we have
OrbitP1,R1x (m,n) = Code1(R
(m,n)
1 (x)) = Code2(R
(m−n,n)
2 (x))
= OrbitP2,R2x (m− n, n) = β1
(
OrbitP2,R2x (m,n)
)
Therefore β1(XP2,R2) = XP1,R1 . 
Remark 21. The fact that Re22 is a vertical rotation by ϕ−2 on T implies that the language
L ⊂ {4, 5}Z of the sequences of horizontal strips of height 4 or 5 in XP0,R0 ⊂ Ω0 is the language of
the Fibonacci word, the fixed point of 4 7→ 5, 5 7→ 54. The height 4 or 5 refers to the rectangular
patches shown in Figure 11. This fact for all tilings of Ω0 was used by Jeandel and Rao to prove
aperiodicity of their Wang tile set [JR15], see also [Lab18b, Prop 21].
14. Inducing the symbolic dynamical system XP2,R2 to get XP8,R8 and XPU ,RU
In this section, we induce the topological partition P2 until the process loops. We need six
induction steps before obtaining a topological partition which is self-induced.
Proposition 22. For every i with 2 ≤ i ≤ 7, there exist a lattice Γi+1, an alphabet Ai+1, a Z2-
action Ri+1 : Z2 × R2/Γi+1 → R2/Γi+1, a topological partition Pi+1 of R2/Γi+1 and substitutions
βi : Ai+1 → A∗2i such that
XPi,Ri = βi(XPi+1,Ri+1)
σ
.
Proof. We proceed as in the proof of Theorem 13 and Prop. 18 by making use of Proposition 10
many times. We use again and again the same induction process by producing at each step a new
partition until we reach a partition which is self-induced.
We start with the lattice Γ2 = 〈(ϕ, 0), (0, 1)〉Z, the partition P2, the coding map Code2 :
R2/Γ2 → A2, the alphabet A2 = J0, 27K and Z2-action R2 defined on R2/Γ2 as in Figure 9.
We consider the window W2 = (0, 1)× (0, 1) as a subset of R2/Γ2. The action R2 is cartesian on
W2. Thus from Lemma 8, R3 := R̂2|W2 : Z2×W2 → W2 is a well-defined Z2-action. From Lemma 7,
the Z2-action R3 can be seen as toral translation on R2/Γ3 with Γ3 = Z2. Let P3 = P̂2|W2 be the
induced partition. From Proposition 10, then XP2,R2 = β2(XP3,R3)
σ. The partition P3, the action
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R3 and substitution β2 are given below with alphabet A3 = J0, 19K:
P3 =
0
1
2
3 4
56
7
8
910
11
12
13
14
1516
16
17
18 19
0 11
ϕ4
1
ϕ3
1
ϕ2
1
ϕ
0
1
1
ϕ
Rn3 (x) =
x + ϕ−2n
β2 : A3 → A∗22
0 7→ (2) , 1 7→ (9) , 2 7→ (10) ,
3 7→ (20) , 4 7→ (21) , 5 7→ (22) ,
6 7→ (26) , 7 7→ (1, 0) , 8 7→ (6, 5) ,
9 7→ (7, 4) , 10 7→ (8, 4) , 11 7→ (11, 3) ,
12 7→ (12, 3) , 13 7→ (16, 15) ,14 7→ (17, 15) ,
15 7→ (18, 14) ,16 7→ (19, 14) ,17 7→ (22, 13) ,
18 7→ (25, 24) ,19 7→ (27, 23) .
We consider the window W3 = (0, ϕ−1) × (0, 1) as a subset of R2/Γ3. The action R3 is cartesian
on W3. Thus from Lemma 8, R4 := R̂3|W3 : Z2 ×W3 → W3 is a well-defined Z2-action. From
Lemma 7, the Z2-action R4 can be seen as toral translation on R2/Γ4 with Γ4 = (ϕ−1Z) × Z.
Let P4 = P̂3|W3 be the induced partition. From Proposition 10, then XP3,R3 = β3(XP4,R4)
σ. The
partition P4, the action R4 and substitution β3 are given below with alphabet A4 = J0, 19K:
P4 =
0
12
3
4
5
6
78
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
17
18
19
0 1
ϕ4
1
ϕ3
1
ϕ2
1
ϕ
0
1
1
ϕ Rn4 (x) = x
+(−ϕ−3, 0)n1
+(0, ϕ−2)n2
β3 : A4 → A∗23
0 7→ (8) , 1 7→ (9) , 2 7→ (10) ,
3 7→ (15) , 4 7→ (16) , 5 7→ (18) ,
6 7→ (19) , 7 7→ (7, 0) , 8 7→ (7, 2) ,
9 7→ (8, 1) , 10 7→ (11, 2) ,11 7→ (12, 2) ,
12 7→ (13, 3) ,13 7→ (14, 3) ,14 7→ (15, 5) ,
15 7→ (15, 6) ,16 7→ (16, 5) ,17 7→ (16, 6) ,
18 7→ (17, 4) ,19 7→ (19, 6) .
Now we consider the window W4 = (0, ϕ−1) × (0, ϕ−1) as a subset of R2/Γ4. The action R4 is
cartesian on W4. Thus from Lemma 8, R5 := R̂4|W4 : Z2 ×W4 → W4 is a well-defined Z2-action.
From Lemma 7, the Z2-action R5 can be seen as toral translation on R2/Γ5 with Γ5 = (ϕ−1Z) ×
(ϕ−1Z). Let P5 = P̂4|W4 be the induced partition. From Proposition 10, then XP4,R4 = β4(XP5,R5)
σ.
The partition P5, the action R5 and substitution β4 are given below with alphabet A5 = J0, 21K:
P5 =
0
1
2 3
4
567
8
9
10
1112
13 14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
0 1
ϕ4
1
ϕ3
1
ϕ2
1
ϕ
0
1
ϕ3
1
ϕ
Rn5 (x) =
x− ϕ−3n
β4 : A5 → A∗24
0 7→ (3) , 1 7→ (4) , 2 7→ (5) , 3 7→ (6) ,
4 7→ (12) , 5 7→ (13) , 6 7→ (14) , 7 7→ (15) ,
8 7→ (18) , 9 7→
(
0
4
)
, 10 7→
(
0
5
)
, 11 7→
(
1
5
)
,
12 7→
(
2
5
)
, 13 7→
(
0
6
)
, 14 7→
(
8
13
)
,15 7→
(
10
14
)
,
16 7→
(
10
15
)
,17 7→
(
11
16
)
,18 7→
(
9
17
)
,19 7→
(
11
17
)
,
20 7→
(
7
18
)
,21 7→
(
9
19
)
.
Now it is appropriate to rescale the partition P5 by the factor −ϕ. Doing so, the new obtained
action R′5 is the same as two steps before, that is, R3 on R2/Z2. More formally, let h : (R/ϕ−1Z)2 →
(R/Z)2 be the homeomorphism defined by h(x) = −ϕx. We define P ′5 = h(P5), Code′5 =
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Code5 ◦ h−1, (R′5)n = h ◦ (R5)n ◦ h−1 as shown below:
P ′5 =
0
1
23
4
5 6 7
8
9
10
11 12
1314
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
0 11
ϕ3
1
ϕ2
1
ϕ
0
1
1
ϕ
(R′5)n(x) = x + ϕ−2n
By construction, the following diagrams commute:
(R/ϕ−1Z)2 (R/Z)2
(R/ϕ−1Z)2 (R/Z)2
h
Rn5 (R′5)n
h
and
(R/ϕ−1Z)2 (R/Z)2
A5
h
Code5
Code′5
.
Using the above commutative properties, for every y ∈ R2/Γ5 and m,n ∈ Z, we have
OrbitP5,R5y (n) = Code5(Rn5 (y)) = Code′5 ◦ h(Rn5 (y))
= Code′5 ◦ (R′5)n(h(y))) = OrbitP
′
5,R
′
5
h(y) (n).
Thus XP5,R5 = XP ′5,R′5 . Now we consider the window W5 = (0, ϕ−1) × (0, 1) as a subset of R2/Z2.
The action R′5 is cartesian on W5. Thus from Lemma 8, R6 := R̂′5|W5 : Z2 × W5 → W5 is a
well-defined Z2-action. From Lemma 7, the Z2-action R6 can be seen as toral translation on R2/Γ6
with Γ6 = (ϕ−1Z) × Z. Let P6 = P̂5|W5 be the induced partition. From Proposition 10, then
XP5,R5 = β5(XP6,R6)
σ. The partition P6, the action R6 and substitution β5 are given below with
alphabet A6 = J0, 17K:
P6 =
0
1
2
3
4
5 6 7
8
9 10
11
12
13 14
15
16
17
0 1
ϕ3
1
ϕ2
1
ϕ
0
1
1
ϕ Rn6 (x) = x
+(−ϕ−3, 0)n1
+(0, ϕ−2)n2
β5 : A6 → A∗25
0 7→ (8) , 1 7→ (14) , 2 7→ (17) ,
3 7→ (20) , 4 7→ (4, 1) , 5 7→ (5, 1) ,
6 7→ (6, 3) , 7 7→ (7, 2) , 8 7→ (8, 0) ,
9 7→ (14, 9) , 10 7→ (15, 13) ,11 7→ (16, 10) ,
12 7→ (16, 11) ,13 7→ (17, 13) ,14 7→ (18, 12) ,
15 7→ (19, 10) ,16 7→ (19, 11) ,17 7→ (21, 12) .
Now we consider the window W6 = (0, ϕ−1) × (0, ϕ−1) as a subset of R2/Γ6. The action R6 is
cartesian on W6. Thus from Lemma 8, R7 := R̂6|W6 : Z2 ×W6 → W6 is a well-defined Z2-action.
From Lemma 7, the Z2-action R7 can be seen as toral translation on R2/Γ7 with Γ7 = (ϕ−1Z) ×
(ϕ−1Z). Let P7 = P̂6|W6 be the induced partition. From Proposition 10, then XP6,R6 = β6(XP7,R7)
σ.
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The partition P7, the action R7 and substitution β6 are given below with alphabet A7 = J0, 20K:
P7 =
0
1
2 34 56
7
8
9
10
11
12 13
14
1516
17
18
19 20
0 1
ϕ3
1
ϕ2
1
ϕ
0
1
ϕ3
1
ϕ
Rn7 (x) =
x− ϕ−3n
β6 : A7 → A∗26
0 7→ (1) , 1 7→ (2) , 2 7→ (3) , 3 7→ (12) ,
4 7→ (13) , 5 7→ (14) , 6 7→ (15) , 7 7→ (16) ,
8 7→ (17) , 9 7→
(
0
1
)
, 10 7→
(
0
2
)
, 11 7→
(
0
3
)
,
12 7→
(
8
9
)
, 13 7→
(
4
10
)
,14 7→
(
4
11
)
,15 7→
(
6
12
)
,
16 7→
(
5
13
)
,17 7→
(
8
13
)
,18 7→
(
7
14
)
,19 7→
(
5
15
)
,
20 7→
(
7
17
)
.
Again it is appropriate to rescale the partition P7 by the factor −ϕ. We use the homeomorphism
h : (R/ϕ−1Z)2 → (R/Z)2 defined previously by h(x) = −ϕx. We define P ′7 = h(P7), Code′7 =
Code7 ◦ h−1, (R′7)n = h ◦ (R7)n ◦ h−1 as shown below:
P ′7 =
0
1
23 45 6
7
8
9
10
11
1213
14
15 16
17
18
1920
0 11
ϕ3
1
ϕ2
1
ϕ
0
1
1
ϕ2
1
ϕ
(R′7)n(x) = x + ϕ−2n .
Using the above commutative properties, for every y ∈ R2/Γ7 and m,n ∈ Z, we have
OrbitP7,R7y (n) = Code7(Rn7 (y)) = Code′7 ◦ h(Rn7 (y))
= Code′7 ◦ (R′7)n(h(y))) = OrbitP
′
7,R
′
7
h(y) (n).
Thus XP7,R7 = XP ′7,R′7 . Now we consider the window W7 = (0, ϕ−1) × (0, 1) as a subset of R2/Z2.
The action R′7 is cartesian on W7. Thus from Lemma 8, R8 := R̂′7|W7 : Z2 × W7 → W7 is a
well-defined Z2-action. From Lemma 7, the Z2-action R8 can be seen as toral translation on R2/Γ8
with Γ8 = (ϕ−1Z) × Z. Let P8 = P̂7|W7 be the induced partition. From Proposition 10, then
XP7,R7 = β7(XP8,R8)
σ. The partition P8, the action R8 and substitution β7 are given below with
alphabet A8 = J0, 18K:
P8 =
0
1
2
3
4
5
6 7
8
9
10
11
1213
14
15
16
17
18
0 1
ϕ3
1
ϕ2
1
ϕ
0
1
1
ϕ2
1
ϕ Rn8 (x) = x
+(−ϕ−3, 0)n1
+(0, ϕ−2)n2
β7 : A8 → A∗27
0 7→ (5) , 1 7→ (8) , 2 7→ (14) ,
3 7→ (15) , 4 7→ (18) , 5 7→ (20) ,
6 7→ (3, 1) , 7 7→ (4, 2) , 8 7→ (5, 1) ,
9 7→ (6, 0) , 10 7→ (7, 1) , 11 7→ (8, 1) ,
12 7→ (12, 11) ,13 7→ (13, 11) ,14 7→ (14, 9) ,
15 7→ (15, 10) ,16 7→ (16, 11) ,17 7→ (17, 11) ,
18 7→ (19, 9) .
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This completes the proof. 
What happens if we do two more steps in the previous proof is illustrated in the appendix where
we compute P9 and P10 where P10 is the same as P8 up to a permutation of the alphabet. We do
not do these steps here because we show instead that the topological partition P8 is equivalent to
PU thus is self-induced.
Lemma 23. XP8,R8 and XPU ,RU are topologically conjugate. More precisely, XP8,R8 = ρ(XPU ,RU ).
where ρ : J0, 18K∗2 → J0, 18K∗2 is the 2-dimensional morphism defined by the following letter-to-
letter permutation:
(7) ρ :

0 7→ 0, 1 7→ 1, 2 7→ 9, 3 7→ 7, 4 7→ 8,
5 7→ 11, 6 7→ 10, 7 7→ 6, 8 7→ 2, 9 7→ 4,
10 7→ 5, 11 7→ 3, 12 7→ 18, 13 7→ 14, 14 7→ 16,
15 7→ 13, 16 7→ 12, 17 7→ 17, 18 7→ 15.
Proof. Recall from Theorem 13 that RnU(x) = x + ϕ−2n. Let g : R2/Γ8 → T2 be the homeomor-
phism defined by (x, y) 7→ (−ϕx, y). We observe that g(P8) is equal to PU after permuting the
coding alphabet of PU by ρ. In other words, Code8 = ρ ◦CodeU ◦ g. Also g ◦Rn8 = RnU ◦ g. Thus
for every x ∈ R2/Γ8 and n ∈ Z2, we have
OrbitR8,Code8x (n) = Code8 ◦Rn8 (x) = ρ ◦CodeU ◦ g ◦Rn8 (x)
= ρ ◦CodeU ◦RnU ◦ g(x) = ρ
(
OrbitRU ,CodeUg(x) (n)
)
.
Thus we conclude XP8,R8 = ρ (XPU ,RU ). 
15. Geometric representation of Jeandel-Rao tilings in X0 ( Ω0
In [Lab19a], it was shown that the symbolic dynamical system XP0,R0 corresponding to the
partition P0 and Z2-action R0 is a minimal subshift of Jeandel-Rao aperiodic tilings Ω0. Thus
it provides a efficient way to construct valid Wang tilings by coding Z2-actions on a torus. An
natural question is whether all Jeandel-Rao tilings can be constructed in such a way. The answer
is no as it was shown in [Lab18b] that Ω0 is not minimal. But then this asks for the description
of the elements in the set Ω0 \ XP0,R0 and how big is this set. We believe that Ω0 \ XP0,R0 is of
measure 0 for any shift-invariant probability measure µ on Ω0 but this is an open question.
XP0,R0 β0←− XP1,R1 β1←− XP2,R2 β2←− XP3,R3 β3←− XP4,R4 β4←− XP5,R5 β5←− XP6,R6 β6←− XP7,R7 β7←− XP8,R8 ρ←− XPU ,RU
Figure 10. The substitutive structure of XP0,R0 .
In [Lab19a], we proved XP0,R0 ⊆ Ω0. What remains to be done is XP0,R0 ⊇ Ω0 mod µ. In other
words, for µ-almost any tiling t in Ω0, we would like to show that it is the coding of the Z2-action
R0 under the partition P0 of some starting point in R2/Γ0. To tackle this question, as for sturmian
sequences, the strategy is to describe tilings in Ω0 by their substitutive structure [Lab18b] as
recalled by Theorem 24 below. In the previous sections, we described the substitutive structure
of XP0,R0 (summarized in Figure 10) and it turns out that it matches exactly the substitutive
structure of a minimal subshift X0 of Ω0 as shown below in Theorem 26. As a consequence, if
the tiling t belongs to X0, then it belongs also to XP0,R0 , i.e., it is the coding of a Z2-action on a
2-torus.
Theorem 24. [Lab18b] Let T0 be the Jeandel-Rao 11 tiles and Ω0 be its Wang shift. There exist
sets of Wang tiles {Ti}1≤i≤12 together with their associated Wang shifts {Ωi}1≤i≤12 that provide the
substitutive structure of Jeandel-Rao tilings. More precisely,
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(i) There exists a sequence of recognizable 2-dimensional morphisms:
Ω0 ω0←− Ω1 ω1←− Ω2 ω2←− Ω3 ω3←− Ω4
that are onto up to a shift, i.e., ωi(Ωi+1)
σ = Ωi for each i ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}.
(ii) There exists a one-to-one and continuous map pi : Ω5 → Ω4.
(iii) There exists a topological conjugacy η : Ω6 → Ω5 which shears Wang tilings by the action
of the matrix ( 1 10 1 ).
(iv) There exists a sequence of recognizable 2-dimensional morphisms:
Ω6 ω6←− Ω7 ω7←− Ω8 ω8←− Ω9 ω9←− Ω10 ω10←−− Ω11 ω11←−− Ω12
that are onto up to a shift, i.e., ωi(Ωi+1)
σ = Ωi for each i ∈ {6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11}.
(v) The Wang shift Ω12 is equivalent to ΩU , thus is self-similar, aperiodic and minimal.
(vi) X0 = ω0ω1ω2ω3pi(Ω5) ( Ω0 is an aperiodic and minimal subshift of Jeandel-Rao tilings Ω0.
The substitutions ωi, pi and η were computed from algorithms on Wang tiles based on marker
tiles. Surprisingly, they are the same as the substitutions constructed here in previous sections
using 2-dimensional Rauzy induction on toral partitions! More precisely, we make the following
observation.
Remark 25. The reader may check that the following equalities hold:
(8) ω0ω1ω2ω3 = β0, piηω6 = β1β2, ω7 = β3, ω8 = β4, ω9 = β5, ω10 = β6 and ω11 = β7.
To obtain the equalities, we use a common convention here for the βi and in [Lab18b] for the
ωi, i.e., when constructing the substitutions, we sort the images of letters first by length and then
lexicographically.
We now show the equality between the minimal subshift X0 of Jeandel-Rao aperiodic tilings
defined by its substitutive structure and the symbolic dynamical system XP0,R0 .
Theorem 26. We have XP0,R0 = X0 and similar equalities for intermediate subshifts:
XP7,R7 = Ω11, XP6,R6 = Ω10, XP5,R5 = Ω9, XP4,R4 = Ω8, XP3,R3 = Ω7 and XP1,R1 = pi(Ω5).
Proof. From Lemma 23, we have XP8,R8 = ρ(XPU ,RU ). From Corollary 17, we have XPU ,RU = ΩU .
Moreover in [Lab18b], it was shown that ρ(ΩU) = Ω12, where ρ is the same letter-to-letter bijection
as in Lemma 23. Thus
XP8,R8 = ρ(XPU ,RU ) = ρ(ΩU) = Ω12.
From Proposition 18, Lemma 20 and Proposition 22, XPi,Ri = βi(XPi+1,Ri+1)
σ for each i ∈
{0, 1, . . . , 7}. Thus using Theorem 24 and Remark 25, we obtain
XP0,R0 = β0β1β2β3β4β5β6β7(XP8,R8)
σ
= ω0ω1ω2ω3piη ω6ω7ω8ω9ω10ω11(Ω12)
σ = X0 ( Ω0.
Similarly for intermediate subshifts, we have
XP1,R1 = β1β2β3β4β5β6β7(XP8,R8)
σ = piη ω6ω7ω8ω9ω10ω11(Ω12)
σ = pi(Ω5) ( Ω4
XP3,R3 = β3β4β5β6β7(XP8,R8)
σ = ω7ω8ω9ω10ω11(Ω12)
σ = Ω7
XP4,R4 = β4β5β6β7(XP8,R8)
σ = ω8ω9ω10ω11(Ω12)
σ = Ω8
XP5,R5 = β5β6β7(XP8,R8)
σ = ω9ω10ω11(Ω12)
σ = Ω9
XP6,R6 = β6β7(XP8,R8)
σ = ω10ω11(Ω12)
σ = Ω10
XP7,R7 = β7(XP8,R8)
σ = ω11(Ω12)
σ = Ω11
which ends the proof. 
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The fact that X0 and XP0,R0 have the same substitutive structure implies the following corollary
which can be seen as a generalization of what happens for sturmian sequences.
Corollary 27. The dynamical system (X0,Z2, σ) is strictly ergodic and the measure-preserving
dynamical system (X0,Z2, σ, ν) is isomorphic to the toral Z2-rotation (R2/Γ0,Z2, R0, λ) where ν is
the unique shift-invariant probability measure on X0 and λ is the Haar measure on R2/Γ0.
Proof. The same statement was proved in [Lab19a] for XP0,R0 and we proved in Theorem 26 that
X0 = XP0,R0 . 
Although Jeandel-Rao tilings Ω0 is not minimal as it contains the proper minimal subshift
XP0,R0 = X0, we believe that it is uniquely ergodic.
Conjecture 28. The Jeandel-Rao subshift Ω0 is uniquely ergodic.
That conjecture is equivalent to prove that Ω0 \X0 has measure 0 for any shift-invariant prob-
ability measure on Ω0 which was stated as a conjecture in [Lab18b] and where some progress was
done. That would also imply the existence of an isomorphism of measure-preserving dynamical
systems between Jeandel-Rao Wang shift (Ω0,Z2, σ, ν) and (R2/Γ0,Z2, R0, λ) where ν would be
the unique shift-invariant probability measure on Ω0 and λ is the Haar measure on R2/Γ0.
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Appendix: The next two steps in the proof of Proposition 22
We need two more steps in the proof of Proposition 22 until the induction procedure loops. We
obtain the partitions and substitutions below. We may observe that P10 is the same as P8 up
to a permutation η of letters and thus the induction procedure loops with self-similarity β8β9η.
Moreover ρ−1β8β9ηρ is equal to the 2-dimensional morphism βU computed in Theorem 13 and
in [Lab18a] where ρ is defined in Lemma 23. Below are the coding maps and involved substitutions.
P9 =
0
12
34
5 6 7
8
9
10
11
1213
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
0 1
ϕ3
1
ϕ2
1
ϕ
0
1
ϕ3
1
ϕ2
1
ϕ
Rn9 (x) =
x− ϕ−3n
β8 : A9 → A∗28
0 7→ (2) , 1 7→ (3) , 2 7→ (4) , 3 7→ (12) ,
4 7→ (13) , 5 7→ (14) , 6 7→ (16) , 7 7→ (17) ,
8 7→
(
0
2
)
, 9 7→
(
1
3
)
, 10 7→
(
1
4
)
, 11 7→
(
1
5
)
,
12 7→
(
7
12
)
,13 7→
(
6
13
)
,14 7→
(
6
14
)
,15 7→
(
8
14
)
,
16 7→
(
11
15
)
,17 7→
(
9
16
)
,18 7→
(
10
16
)
,19 7→
(
7
17
)
,
20 7→
(
10
18
)
.
P ′9 =
0
1 2
3 4
567
8
9
10
11
12 13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
0 11
ϕ3
1
ϕ2
1
ϕ
0
1
1
ϕ2
1
ϕ
(R′9)n(x) = x + ϕ−2n
P10 =
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8 910
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
0 1
ϕ3
1
ϕ2
1
ϕ
0
1
1
ϕ2
1
ϕ Rn10(x) = x
+(−ϕ−3, 0)n1
+(0, ϕ−2)n2
β9 : A10 → A∗29
0 7→ (3) , 1 7→ (7) , 2 7→ (12) ,
3 7→ (17) , 4 7→ (18) , 5 7→ (19) ,
6 7→ (3, 0) , 7 7→ (4, 0) , 8 7→ (4, 1) ,
9 7→ (5, 2) , 10 7→ (6, 0) , 11 7→ (7, 0) ,
12 7→ (13, 9) , 13 7→ (14, 10) ,14 7→ (15, 10) ,
15 7→ (16, 11) ,16 7→ (17, 8) , 17 7→ (18, 9) ,
18 7→ (20, 10) .
η : A8 → A∗2100 7→ (1) , 1 7→ (0) , 2 7→ (4) , 3 7→ (3) , 4 7→ (5) , 5 7→ (2) , 6 7→ (10) , 7 7→ (9) ,8 7→ (11) , 9 7→ (8) , 10 7→ (7) , 11 7→ (6) ,12 7→ (15) ,13 7→ (18) ,14 7→ (17) ,15 7→ (16) ,16 7→ (13) ,17 7→ (14) ,18 7→ (12) .
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β8β9η : A8 → A∗28
0 7→ (17) , 1 7→ (12) , 2 7→
(
10
16
)
, 3 7→
(
9
16
)
, 4 7→
(
7
17
)
, 5 7→
(
7
12
)
,
6 7→ (16, 2) , 7 7→ (14, 4) , 8 7→ (17, 2) , 9 7→ (13, 3) , 10 7→ (13, 2) , 11 7→ (12, 2) ,
12 7→
(
11 1
15 5
)
, 13 7→
(
10 1
18 4
)
, 14 7→
(
10 1
16 3
)
, 15 7→
(
9 0
16 2
)
, 16 7→
(
6 1
14 4
)
, 17 7→
(
8 1
14 4
)
,
18 7→
(
6 1
13 3
)
.
Appendix: The partition P1 with Wang tiles
2
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3
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1
3
1
0
0
0
1
2
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0
3
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0
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1
3
1
0
1
3
1
2
2
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0
3
1
0
2
1
1
3
1
0
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0
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Figure 11. Each part of the topological partition P1 of R2/Γ1 can be associated to a
rectangular patch of Jeandel-Rao tiles of height 4 or 5 and width 1.
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Appendix: Sage code
Polyhedron exchange transformations and induction of polyhedron partitions are implemented
in Sage [Sag19] with the optional package slabbe [Lab19b].
sage: from slabbe import PolyhedronPartition
sage: from slabbe import PolyhedronExchangeTransformation as PET
The following allows to define the partition P0 of R2/Γ0, compute the induced partition P1 of
R2/Γ1, the substitution β0 and to reproduce the proof of Proposition 18.
sage: z = polygen(QQ, ’z’)
sage: K = NumberField(z**2-z-1, ’phi’, embedding=RR(1.6))
sage: phi = K.gen()
sage: P0 = PolyhedronPartition.jeandel_rao_tilings_partition()
sage: Gamma0 = matrix.column([(phi,0), (1,phi+3)])
sage: fundamental_domain = polytopes.parallelotope([(phi,0), (0,phi+3)])
sage: R0e2 = PET.toral_translation(Gamma0, vector((0,1)), fundamental_domain)
sage: y_le_1 = [1, 0, -1] # syntax for the inequality y <= 1
sage: P1,beta0 = R0e2.induced_partition(y_le_1, P0, substitution_type=’column’)
The following allows to reproduce the proof of Proposition 22, that is, to construct the partitions
P2, P3, P4, P5, P6, P7, P8, P9, P10 and show that P8 and P10 are equivalent.
sage: x_le_1 = [1, -1, 0] # x <= 1
sage: Gamma2 = Gamma1 = matrix.column([(phi,0), (0,1)])
sage: P2 = P1
sage: R2e1 = PET.toral_translation(Gamma2, vector((1,0)))
sage: P3,beta2 = R2e1.induced_partition(x_le_1, P2, substitution_type=’row’)
sage: Gamma3 = matrix.column([(1,0), (0,1)])
sage: Gamma4 = matrix.column([(phi^-1,0), (0,1)])
sage: R9e1 = R7e1 = R5e1 = R3e1 = PET.toral_translation(Gamma3, vector((phi^-2,0)))
sage: R8e2 = R6e2 = R4e2 = PET.toral_translation(Gamma4, vector((0,phi^-2)))
sage: x_le_phi_inv = [phi^-1, -1, 0] # x <= phi^-1
sage: y_le_phi_inv = [phi^-1, 0, -1] # y <= phi^-1
sage: P4,beta3 = R3e1.induced_partition(x_le_phi_inv, P3, substitution_type=’row’)
sage: P5,beta4 = R4e2.induced_partition(y_le_phi_inv, P4, substitution_type=’column’)
sage: P5_scaled = (-phi*P5).translation((1,1))
sage: P6,beta5 = R5e1.induced_partition(x_le_phi_inv, P5_scaled, substitution_type=’row’)
sage: P7,beta6 = R6e2.induced_partition(y_le_phi_inv, P6, substitution_type=’column’)
sage: P7_scaled = (-phi*P7).translation((1,1))
sage: P8,beta7 = R7e1.induced_partition(x_le_phi_inv, P7_scaled, substitution_type=’row’)
sage: P9,beta8 = R8e2.induced_partition(y_le_phi_inv, P8, substitution_type=’column’)
sage: P9_scaled = (-phi*P9).translation((1,1))
sage: P10,beta9 = R9e1.induced_partition(x_le_phi_inv, P9_scaled, substitution_type=’row’)
sage: P8 == P10
True
sage: eta = Substitution2d.from_permutation(P8.keys_permutation(P10))
sage: view(beta8*beta9*eta) # the self-similarity for P8
We may check that the self-similarity for P8 satisfies ρ−1β8β9ηρ = βU .
sage: rho = Substitution2d.from_permutation({0:0, 1:1, 2:9, 3:7, 4:8, 5:11, 6:10,
....: 7:6, 8:2, 9:4, 10:5, 11:3, 12:18, 13:14, 14:16, 15:13, 16:12, 17:17, 18:15})
sage: view(rho.inverse()*beta8*beta9*eta*rho) # == betaU
To visualize the partitions and substitutions computed above, do as follows.
sage: P1.plot()
sage: view(beta0) # etc.
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